
 Atifa today and the paramilitary wing of the Communist Party of Germany in 1933. They were the 
ones that paved the road for the nationalist Socialist Hitler party so that is what Q wanted you to see.
You can not only see the similarity not only in the logo but the purpose and all that and then Q is 
showing you the fake news media he shows you a link here that shows you everything that's going on. 
In fact in France with the yellow vests and the police attacking them and Q showing you complete 
blackout by the fake news media. If they don't want you to see that the police are being turned against 
those that are against globalization and the pro nationalists and friends and thank you says ask yourself 
are they afraid of us Patriots? engaging in the same tactics yes they are and did the liberal laughs old 
guard engage and form organizations such as Atifa for the combat and silence any such deviation of the
control narrative there you go under the name of fighting fascism right and thank you said Doody Anna
through the actions of these Patriots abroad destroyed the fake news narrative regarding majority agree 
with the policies of the liberal uh yeah so the left and the media is afraid of this because it destroys 
their narrative to make people think that everyone is with aunt Eva and against nationalism so there it is
and Q is showing you some other quotes maybe from the groups out there and Q say
do you believe this moment and worldwide events are simply a coincidence they want you to bite it is 
what Q is saying that is what Q is showing you here she was asking you to look at the similarities 
between how they want to divide turn the police turn the people against the police like the anarchists 
have been doing for years right the underground truth movement and the left and a lot of these groups 
all funded by Sorrels think Occupy Wall Street turning the police and turning the people against the 
police is the same way that they turned Hollywood and everybody and the African-american 
community against Trump even though everybody loves Trump before he decided to run for president. 
Q is asking you to see the similarities and how they're turning the American people against ICE right 
Kamala Harris? 

The above was not edited. 


